
A cross-contextual exploration of factors influencing interpretation 
and uptake of local ACP policy

Background:
Little is known about how disease context may uniquely influence attitudes, approaches and 
processes of ACP engagement for patients and clinicians.

Objective:
Using cross-contextual data we explored disease context influences on ACP practice to generate 
strategies to enhance the uptake and quality of ACP with respect to contextual factors.

Method:
• Qualitative interpretive descriptive (ID)1 design, applied to multi-perspective study
• Data collection consisted of 1:1 semi structured interviews with participants. Interviews were 

recorded and transcribed for analysis.

LACK OF SHARED UNDERSTANDING OF ACP

‘advance care planning’ was not familiar to patients 

(despite thoughtful approach to key ACP steps (thinking, 

discussing, documenting)). Clinicians expressed a complex 

understanding of ACP terminology and activities.

Discussion:
Intent of ACP policy to encourage conversations with healthy adults and patients early and in an ongoing fashion is not yet being realized. 
• Uncertainty around illness course and clinician beliefs on appropriateness of treatments key in evaluation of disease burden & timing of conversations. 
• The need to know patients’ values and wishes did not appear to be a major driving force for conversations.
• Tension between the desire to reduce practice variance and to support contextual adaptation for any policy implementation.
Recommendations:
To achieve intended policy goals or early, routine ACP and high quality patient-centered goals of care designations
• Quality improvement methods can be employed, to identify current processes, gaps and strategies for developing a consistent comprehensive process.
• Promote use of serious illness conversation guide to drive and structure ACP conversations with patients2.

PATIENT-PHYSICIAN RELATIONSHIP

Allied healthcare professionals tend to emphasize the importance 

of providing support and understanding a patients’ values. 

Conversely, many physicians described taking a directive role in the 

relationship, focusing on the specifics of illness and treatment 

options or availability.
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Participants

Patients Clinicians

Supportive Living 10 9

Heart Function out-patient clinic 8 9

Renal out-patient Clinic 7 6

Cancer out-patient clinic 8 9

• LACK OF SHARED UNDERSTANDING OF ACP

• VARIABLE AND INCONSISTENT ACP PROCESSES
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Variability in ACP processes was found both within and 

between contexts. Although HF, SL and Renal settings relied 

on multidisciplinary teams to conduct ACP, participants 

expressed role confusion and inconsistency in passing ACP 

tasks among member of the clinical team. In BMT, ACP was 

strictly the role of the physician, which was embraced by 

some physicians while others expressed discomfort. 

Findings :
Four main themes emerged from the data: Common to all 4 contexts 
were: 1. Lack of shared understanding between patients and clinicians 
and 2. A lack of consistent ACP process. We found that ACP 
understanding and process varied between contexts, driven by 3. 
Disease burden and 4. The nature of the physician-patient 
relationship.

PHYSICIAN PERCEPTION OF DISEASE BURDEN

Physician perceptions of disease burden were an important 

conversation driver that impacted timing and function of ACP. 

Context Timing Function

HEART

FAILURE

Ongoing Determine treatments/ interventions 

currently and throughout illness 

trajectory/health decline.

BONE 

MARROW 

TRANSPLANT

Change in health 

status (associated with 

treatment failure)

Determine how end-of-life care would 

be provided.

RENAL Substantial or acute 

health decline near 

end of life

Aid in planning for end-of-life.

SUPPORTIVE 

LIVING

Worsening frailty Determine treatment plans based upon 

evaluation of physical functioning.
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